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SCHEDULE AND INSTRUCTIONS 

 
1.   Your schedule for the festival is as follows:      
 
      LEVEL:____CHECK-IN TIME:_____PERFORMANCE TIME:_____PLACE:________ 
      Note:  Multiple recitals are held at each level.  The time indicated is your recital time. 
 
2.   All events will take place in the Ford Academic Complex at Millsaps College. 
 
3.   Please be present on time at the check-in table in the FIRST FLOOR lobby. 
 
4.   Leave your music for the judges at the check-in table.  Pages should be clipped or flagged 
open, and measures should be numbered in advance.  Be sure your name is on your music so that 
it may be returned to you.   
 
NO PHOTOCOPIED MUSIC WILL BE ACCEPTED. 
    
5.   You will receive a program at the check-in table.  Please be seated in program order on the 
front row in the performance venue. 
 
6.   The first performer on each program  may briefly try the piano (but not your piece).  As the 
preceding performer finishes, please advance to the piano.  As the judges complete their 
evaluations, you may briefly try the piano (but not your piece). 
 
7.   All music must be performed from  memory. 
 
8.   Repeats are not to be taken.  (The only exception:  D. C. al Fine). 
 
9.   Please stay for the entire program, and  urge your parents and friends to stay as well.  Delays 
between performances will be kept as brief as possible.  Please enter and exit only between 
performances. 
 
10. Medals and certificates will be presented immediately following each recital. 
Each participant will receive a certificate and a rating.  A score of  97-100 merits a gold(tone) 
medal , 94-96 a silver(tone) medal, with a score of  90-93 receiving Honorable Mention.  
Critiques will be available to teachers in Room 152 (workroom) shortly after the presentations 
following each recital. 
Congratulations in advance for your preparation for this event! We look forward to your 
participation in the 2016 Sonata-Sonatina Festival! 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


